HS	CARING FOR CONVALESCENTS
bright color should be added in the napkin, the tray cloth,
a flower, or the dishes. Dishes which are easily handled and
of a size suitable to the tray should be used.
It is sometimes difficult for people to plan a large enough
daily food allowance for a person on a semi-liquid or soft diet
without its being monotonous. Here again the pupils may
get a rounded concept of getting variety, adequate food
values, color, texture, and correct temperatures. They may
plan, prepare, and serve a breakfast, mid-morning, lunch, and
mid-afternoon tray at the same time. This is not difficult as
all the groups plan the entire day's menu, evaluate it so that
all are satisfied that the total seems satisfactory; then each
group actually prepares one tray. The food so carefully pre-
pared should be enjoyed by someone needing food. By pre-
arrangement a group of early primary children who are in the
below-par group nutritionally may be served the trays at the
mid-morning, lunch, or mid-afternoon recess period.
TYPICAL UNDERSTANDINGS CHILDREN MAY
ACCEPT THROUGH CARING FOR THE SICK
AND CONVALESCENT
A child can help during illness and convalescence. There
are many things a child should know if he is to be helpful
during illness and convalescence.
A convalescent is happier and gets better faster when he
can be occupied with something in which he is interested.
There are many interesting things for a person to do while
he is in bed or sitting up. A doctor's orders must be followed
very carefully. A sick or convalescent person needs a great
deal of rest, sleep, fresh air, sunshine, right food, and fresh
drinking water. A convalescent person should be visited only
bdroare or after his meals, and not immediately before he re-
tires tot the night If one visits people who are sick, one
should stay a short time and talk only about cheerful things,
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